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ABSTRACT

We present a general method for retrieving time-series of three component surface velocity field vector given a set of
continuous synthetic aperture radar (SAR) acquisitions collected from multiple geometries. Our algorithm extends the
single-line-of-sight mathematical framework developed for time-series analysis using interferometric SAR (InSAR) to
three spatial dimensions. The inversion is driven by a design matrix corresponding to a dictionary of displacement
functions parameterized in time. The resulting model minimizes a cost function using a non-regularized least-squares
method. We applied our method to Rutford ice stream (RIS), West Antarctica, using a set of 101 multi-track multiangle COSMO-SkyMed displacement maps generating azimuth and range pixel offsets.
Keywords: 3D analysis, ocean tides, pixel offsets, Rutford Ice Stream, SAR, time-series analysis.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the last 25 years Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) based geodetic measurements such as interferometric SAR
(InSAR) and pixel offsets (PO) became a widely used tool for monitoring geophysical and anthropogenic phenomena
[1,2]. Series of InSAR and PO deformation maps are usually combined in time-series of deformation [3,4] representing
the projection of the 3D displacement vector across-track (onto the sensor line-of-sight (LOS) direction) for InSAR and
PO (in the range direction) or along-track for PO (in the azimuth direction) and multiple aperture interferometry (MAI)
measurement.
The increase in available SAR data from multiple sensors combined with the ability to monitor the Earth’s land surface
with decreasing revisit time provides the potential to analyze a variety of short timescale natural and anthropogenic
processes that were previously inaccessible [5,9]. In some cases, these capabilities requires one to extend single-LOS
methods to two or three spatial components [10]. Several approaches merge combinations of datasets from ascending
and descending orbits combining InSAR with PO or MAI observations in order to reconstruct the complete 3 component
vectors [11-27].
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Here we present a method for inferring time-dependent 3D surface velocity fields from a suite of synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) acquisitions collected from multiple geometries at different times. Our algorithm extends the single line-of-sight
framework developed for time-series analysis using interferometric SAR (InSAR) to three spatial dimensions. The
inversion relies on a dictionary of temporal displacement functions. The resulting model minimizes a cost function using
a non-regularized least-squares method. We applied our method to RIS using a set of 101 multi-track, multi-angle
COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) observations of azimuth and range pixel offsets. We focus on the special case where surface
velocities can be represented by a 3D secular velocity and a family of sinusoidal functions whose periods are known a
priori from GPS observations. SAR measurements provide coverage of ground deformation at spatial scales not
reasonably accessible with in situ measurements such as GPS. SAR satellites are also capable of acquiring data in remote
areas where optical sensors may be ineffective due to darkness or atmospheric conditions. Constellations, such as CSK,
provide a reduced revisit time and high spatial resolution (up to 1 m), leading to high measurements accuracy and tight
constraints on fast moving processes such as ice streams. Due to decreasing repeat acquisition intervals and reduced
latency in data availability, SAR techniques are now beginning to provide effective short-term monitoring that will
improve the understanding of the evolution of glaciers and ice sheets and address several key issues, including:
I.
II.
III.

How grounding zones migrate on timescales characteristic of ocean tides and what role does any migration play
in ice-stream-scale flow [28-31].
How stresses are transmitted over long distances (tens of km) upstream of the grounding line on hourly
timescales [32].
What are the roles of variations in basal water pressure and subglacial till rheology on ice-stream-scale flow
[33]

2. METHODS
The algorithm is based on a mathematical scheme already developed for multi-scale InSAR time series analysis [34] in
the single LOS domain using either pixel-by-pixel or wavelet decompositions in the space domain. We consider a set of
N images acquired at times (t1…tn) combined in M displacement maps. We assume a pixel offsets measurement is
available both in range and azimuth directions for every displacement map. Given the physical nature of the observed
deformation [33,35] we consider only a secular velocity augmented by a set of k sinusoidal functions. A single pixel
offset map over timespan Δti,j = tj - ti can be written as:
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Here, D is a Mx1 vector containing the PO data. l projects the 3D displacement in the line of sight (LOS) or along track
(AT) in the case of range and azimuth pixel offset respectively. s = [se sn su] is the secular displacement vector (in
meters), ti is the time elapsed since the first acquisition.τ τ is the total acquisition campaign length. Sp(tζ) and Cp(tζ) are
the sinusoidal functions:
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Where Ψ is an
a Mx2N matriix containing the
t ψi,j values, m and L are 2Nx(6k+3)
2
mattrices and m coontains the paraameters
functions estimated at the acquisition
a
timee ti and L contaains the unit veectors l projectting the LOS annd AT displaceement in
the East, Norrth and Up direections. P is a vector
v
containing the 6k+3 paarameters to esstimate. The opperator ° repressents the
Hadamard prroduct while th
he ⋅ operator is the Kroneckerr product. For further
f
details, we refer the reeader to [10]

3 DATASE
3.
ET AND RE
ESULTS
We designedd CSK observaations of RIS to cover nearrly the entire ice
i stream from
m ascending and
a descendingg orbital
directions ussing every avaailable CSK satellite
s
acquirred starting Auugust 2013 coovering 9 monnths. From thiis set of
acquisitions, we selected a subset of 21 1-day
1
pairs, 30 3-day pairs, 24
2 4-day and 266 8-day pairs (Fig
(
1). The maagnitude
of the displacement requiires interferoggrams with tem
mporal baselinnes no longerr than 8 dayss and stabilityy of the
perpendiculaar component of
o the interferrometric perpenndicular baseline. Exampless of PO maps in azimuth annd range
direction are shown in Fig 2.
2

18 days

iK4

CSI

-;

Fig. 1. Relativee position of the four
f
satellites in the
t CSK constellaation in the orbitall plane and repeatt time in interferom
metric mode (Adaapted from
[27]).
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Figure 2: Rangee (Left), Azimuth (right) pixel offsets formed with sceenes acquired on the
t indicated datess. The southern haalf of the ice streaam in these
scenes is floatinng as part of the Ro
onne Ice Shelf andd the large differennce in LOS displacement is due prim
marily to tidal forcinng

Based on ourr synthetic tests and the CSK acquisition sampling [10] thhe inverted dicttionary of functions is:
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Results are showed
s
in Fig. 3. Horizontal (north and easst combined coomponents) velocity (Fig 3) in
i the CSK daata varies
from 290 m//yr upstream to
o 430 m/yr tow
wards the grounnding line withh a standard deeviation varyinng from 10-20%
% of the
observed vallues. Comparisson with previoously publisheed InSAR meaan velocity estiimates [15] shoow good agreeement in
secular of thee horizontal veelocity over thee central ice strream trunk andd a 4.5% averaage difference over
o
the shear margins
of the ice streeam. This diffeerence in the margins
m
can be interpreted as a consequencee of the finer reesolution of thee X-band
data compareed to the C-ban
nd observationns and the diffe
ferent resolutions of the finall velocity mapss. GPS time seeries that
give mean seecular and tidaal-timescale icee flow along thhe central trunnk of the ice sttream. Verticall displacements for O1
(26-hour perriod) and M2 (12.5-hour
(
perriod) tidal consstituents agree with GPS observations andd regional tidall models
[35]. Inferredd horizontal displacements
d
a the Msf (144.8- day) tidal period agrees with GPS observations colllected at
at
multiple locaations within th
he ice stream and over the floating
f
ice sheelf [32,35], butt show that thee phase of the inferred
tides is highlly sensitive to the
t geometric dilution
d
of preccision and limiits the accuracyy of the inferreed results.
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Figure 3: Outpuut of the 3D algoritthm over RIS. Figuure adapted from [10]
[

4. CO
ONCLUSIO
ON
d
a new method for retrieving 3 dimensional
d
surrface deformattion fields giveen a set of pixxel offset
We have described
maps acquireed over short time intervals. The RIS exaample illustrattes the power of short repeaat times to disentangle
secular veloccities from tidaal effects deforrming the ice stream
s
periodiccally. Given a CSK minimum
m repeat time of
o 1 day,
we were ablee to isolate am
mplitude and phhase of the 12.5 hours M2 annd 26 hours O1 vertical tidall components. We also
confirm the along-flow upstream modulaation of RIS horizontal
h
veloccity by the 14.8 day period Msf tide in aggreement
with GPS obbservations. Th
his technique, toogether with thhe decreasing repeat
r
acquisition intervals inn data availability, will
help improvee our understan
nding of the evvolution of glacciers and large ice masses.
.
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